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Thank You for Attending



Please fill out your
feedback form
Please fill out your
feedback form



FME Knowledge Center

Community, tutorials,
and demos.

knowledge.safe.com

Webinars

Dive into the topics
that interest you.

safe.com/webinars

Social Media

Follow @safesoftware
and #fmewt on Twitter.

twitter.com/safesoftwar
e

View Today’s Slides

Plus presentations from
other FME events.

safe.com/presentations

ResourcesResources



Mission: Hidden Codes

Don’t forget about your chance to win
tickets to the FME UC 2020!

Find the codes the Data Boss has hidden
across the web …

Visit [url coming soon]

Your first code: 7028
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1

Detect features

Set up the _______ (no
clues here) to find all

of the features.

2

Create a visual output

Create an output with
the detected features

over the original
image.

3

Allow anyone to run it

Pop quiz: How can we
let anyone play?

4

Choose an image

Choose an image that
contains the item we

want to detect.

Let’s build a workspaceLet’s build a workspace
Goal: Build a dynamic object detection workspace.



Detect features

Set up the _______ (no
clues here) to find all

of the features

Create a visual output

Create an output that
shows the detected

features over the
original image

Allow anyone to run it

How can we let anyone
play?

Choose an image

Choose an image that
contains some or many
of the item we want to

detect

Let’s build a workspaceLet’s build a workspace
Goal: Build a dynamic object detection workspace



Optional bonusOptional bonus
Once the game is published to FME Server,
use FME Express or FME Server Apps to run it
on your phone and take a photo of the crowd
and get it to detect faces.

You can use the same quicktime trick as used
during the World Tour last year to show your
phone screen on the projector.

You could also pre-download the images to
your phone and run the whole demo on mobile.



RulesRules

1. As a table, decide how many
features per image you think FME
will detect.Write down your
answer.

2. We’ll run FME.

3. Calculate the difference between
your answer and FME’s answer.

4. The table with the lowest score at
the end wins!



ExampleExample



The rulesThe rules

How many pieces of silverware do
you think FME thinks are in this
image?



The rulesThe rules

Let’s see how many pieces of
silverware FME counted ...



The rulesThe rules

Did you get it right?

If you said 4, your score would be 0

(your count - fme count = your score)



Let’s play!Let’s play!


